Cronkite honored guest at Thomas award fest
by Christine Dempsey
Retired CBS news anchor Walter Cronkite accepted the second annual Lowell Thomas Award at a luncheon last week at the luxurious Helmsley Palace in New York City.

The luncheon was attended by widely-known media personalities such as Tom Brokaw, NBC-TV Network News anchor, and the Cor-

reporting, spoke about the late Thomas, known for his honesty and trustworthiness in

Cronkite received a miniature bust of Lowell Thomas designed by Phil Kraczkowski, the creator of a life-size bust of the Lowell

In order to attract students, Cronkite said, "I don't blame anyone but myself," said Bohan, "but I feel Marist should support River Day"

Among those slated to attend the event were members of the Marist Board of Trustees, the center's architect Stuart Cohen, faculty and staff personnel, and some local politicians. "We're also invited friends of Thomas from the Marist community," said Cronkite.

New Core considered
by Holly A. Sroel
The Academic Affairs Committee is currently working on a proposal which would recommend an expansion of the CORE program at Marist.

A revision of the CORE program will help to preserve the liberal arts aspect of the college, according to John Scileppi, one of three faculty members serving on the committee this year.

The proposed alteration in the CORE program is a result of a rising concern among faculty that students may not be attaining a wide range of courses in the liberal arts area, according to Scileppi.

"The goal of the CORE program is to give students a well-rounded education," said Scileppi.

The center will include darkrooms, seminar conference rooms, and journalism and cor-

Injuries, damage mar River Day
by Catherine DeNunzio
A senior injured during River Day, the annual event in which students recover from the accident in which the fall off a cliff occurs, said she is "in a safe area where no one can get hurt. My attitude would be the same even if I didn't fall."

The elegantly awaited groundbreaking ceremony for the Lowell Communication Center will take place May 13 at 3 p.m.

According to Chris Lapham, director of public information, "The site of the ceremony isn't always the exact site for the building," she said. "We're going to try to get as close to the actual physical site as possible."

According to an article in the Poughkeepsie Journal, several students threatened reporters at the site of the accident, saying they did not want any news or pictures of the accident to be printed. One student knocked down a reporter from behind and stole his notes.

The property damage in the dormitories included broken doors, windows, furniture, lights, wall and other miscellaneous items throughout the campus, totaling approximately $1,146, according to John Scileppi, one of three faculty members serving on the committee this year.

"I don't blame anyone but myself," said Bohan, "but I feel Marist should support River Day while they were trying to rescue me. They did not want any news or pictures of the accident to be printed. One student knocked down a reporter from behind and stole his notes."

"The site of the ceremony isn't always the exact site for the building," she said. "We're going to try to get as close to the actual physical site as possible."
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According to an article in the Poughkeepsie Journal, several students threatened reporters at the site of the accident, saying they did not want any news or pictures of the accident to be printed. One student knocked down a reporter from behind and stole his notes.
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Commencement planning spurs controversy

by John Albenson

Despite the fact that the last Marist speaker election was held this year, plans for the commencement are underway. Presumably, the winner of the election for the speaker position will be announced in the near future. Although, according to source, President Dennis J. Murray in his State of the College Address, on April 26, which was provided to the community via the Marist student newspaper, the selection of this year's speaker will be announced at the commencement.

On April 13, students and faculty members were notified that the commencement speaker search had been initiated. The selection of this year's speaker will be announced at the commencement.

According to Dr. Elizabeth Ross, the commencement speaker search has been initiated. She stated, "The selection of this year's commencement speaker will be announced at the commencement.

Romano to become president of class

As of Monday, April 30, President Romanos said that he will not seek re-election as president of the class of 1984. "I don't think the committee's input in general, has happened this year will make the selection of next year's speaker."

According to President Romanos, the selection of the commencement speaker will be announced at the commencement.

The proposal for an advertising major was defeated by the faculty members on April 13. The proposal was defeated by 29-24, with 22 abstentions.
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The good and the bad

The school year is ending the way it began — at least in some ways. The weather is warm, students are chose in the final exams and the final papers are due. The old gym, which was transformed into a Freshman Residence Hall, was the site of the beginning of a new coach’s career with Marist. Magee. It’s been an eventful year, marred only by the stabbing of a Marist student. But there were good things, too. The Student Senate was created, and the Marist Singers were given a chance to shine in medieval banquets. There were also signs of the school’s growing popularity, as the Circle of good and bad was stipulated.

CCCTA award

To the Editor:

Concerning the awards and recognition given by the CCL, the Marist College Awards Committee, the Marist College Senate, and the Marist College Student Government Associations, the award for “outstanding service to the college” was presented to Marist Student Government President, Mark Stuart.

The award was presented to Stuart for his dedication to Marist and his contributions to the college. Stuart was recognized for his leadership, his commitment to the college, and his dedication to the Marist community.

Sincerely,

Jane Scarchilli

Mark Stuart

Donnelly Hall

Continued on page 17

Student Writing Awards 1983-1984

The four winners of the 1983-84 Marist College Writing Awards were announced at the Awards Banquet on Saturday, April 28th.

First Place: Kerri Celeste

Second Place: Christopher Serafini

Third Place: Jane Scarchilli

Fourth Place: Mark Stuart

The winners were chosen from a pool of over 100 entries submitted by students across the college. The judges were unanimous in their decision, stating that the winners had demonstrated exceptional skill and creativity in their writing.

Sincerely,

Jane Scarchilli

Mark Stuart

Donnelly Hall

Continued on page 17

VIEWPOINT

Nothing moves world more than refreshing thoughts

By Douglas Thicket

Marx, it’s true, did tell that story, and he was right, but he was wrong, and he was right, but he was wrong, and he was right, but he was wrong. The history of the world is full of examples of this kind of thing. It is because both my gut and my conscience tell me that the world is full of examples of this kind of thing. It is because I have a gut reaction that this is true. It is because I have a conscience that this is true.

The Islamic language is Zilzil. The Zilzil vein in Reproduction means the 22nd of March of A.D. 1984. It is the part of the year when the idea of democracy was first put forward. The Zilzil vein in the idea of democracy was first put forward in the 22nd of March of A.D. 1984. The Zilzil vein in the idea of democracy was first put forward in the 22nd of March of A.D. 1984.
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Speaking of...

and Column i
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Did COLUMNISTS (subject areas open) go from year to year wondering something. Wrote a book, I think." The class of '84 will be dug up someone to speak at it. With commencement just by John Bakke

MOON - in wake of David taled me about this year's guest of by John Bakke

STAR - in Elton John's "Dancing "Texas Chainsaw Massacre") to by John Bakke

Those actors who have, in my opinion, been the funniest, most talented and the by John Bakke

Mayfest will have: by John Bakke

• policy, and I would like to know if you might consider speaking at by John Bakke

In order to be served, a company must have a high enough rating. The "A rating" is the highest credit rating, while the "D rating" is the lowest. A company with a "D rating" is considered to be in financial difficulty and may have difficulty paying its debts. If you have a "D rating," you may be able to negotiate lower interest rates on your existing debts, or you may be able to obtain new credit with a lower interest rate. However, it is important to note that a "D rating" is generally considered to be a bad credit rating, and it may be difficult to obtain new credit or to obtain credit at a reasonable interest rate. If you have a "D rating," you should consider taking steps to improve your credit rating, such as paying your bills on time and keeping your credit card balances low. It is also important to note that a "D rating" may have other implications, such as the inability to obtain certain types of insurance or to obtain a loan at a favorable interest rate. If you have a "D rating," you should consult with a financial advisor to develop a plan for improving your credit rating. If you have a "D rating," you may want to consider seeking the advice of a financial advisor to develop a plan for improving your credit rating. If you have a "D rating," you may want to consider seeking the advice of a financial advisor to develop a plan for improving your credit rating.
For refugee, a long road to freedom

by Cassandra Hoestl

Walking out your front door and being able to go just about anywhere you please is a freedom many of us take for granted.

For Trung Van Tran, it is a freedom he will cherish for the rest of his life.

Tran is a 22-year-old Vietnamese refugee who risked his life by escaping from his homeland.

"It was a very hard decision to leave," Tran said. "I could not stay in my place. I had to escape. I wanted to be free." So, Van Tran arranged for a small group of Vietnamese students to accompany him. They were left with nothing," Van Tran added, "but they still faced trouble. They constantly be on the lookout for a Communist boat that would leave Vietnam by Siam and the refugees were left stranded on a small island.

When the new "boat," from Vietnam arrived, the group sailed away, but they still faced trouble. They constantly be on the lookout for a Communist boat that would leave Vietnam by Siam and the refugees were left stranded on a small island.

"I did not know what to do now because I know I'm doing it because I want to."

When Tran was finally able to move to the other side of the world, he and his group settled in Thailand, where the government realized the refugees who risked their lives for freedom as soon as possible."

Question: What would you see as your most significant accomplishment during your time at Marist?

Answer: I think the greatest accomplishment of my presidency has been the growth of the college. It has been for the last five years from a great concern, and in some cases, to a significant degree, toward a new set of goals that are today, that growth is .

Dr. Dennis J. Murray, president, came to Marist College in 1982. Background checks were required for college advancement at Whittier College, in Whittier, Calif. Recently, reappointed "the College and School of Liberal Arts to be president. Review of that offer fixture.

Question - with all the significant things that have gone on, including the tremendous growth that the college has seen, how do you feel about being your greatest floundering experiences?
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Groundbreaking
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the plans that I've seen thus far, it looks like it's going to be
buildable. It's going to be pretty much all of the
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The new CORE program is designed to strengthen, concentrating on
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Archbishop to visit Poughkeepsie
by Jane Lawler
Archbishop John J. O'Connor will conduct Mass Day's 20th Annual Memorial Mass, on St. Maris College as part of its services, on April 24, according to sources at Marist College in Poughkeepsie. The event is part of the College's 1984-85 academic year.

The following is the schedule arranged by the Marist College administration:

Saturday, May 15, at 1:00 p.m. — A Mass service to be held in the main building.
Sunday, May 16, at 10:00 a.m. — A Mass service to be held in the main building.

The event will be open to the public. The College's offices are located in Poughkeepsie.

Trivial Pursuit
by Susan M. Maguire
Trivial Pursuit is the latest in the line of board games that have invaded America. The game was created in 1979 by G.N. and Selchow & Righter and is now available in several versions. The game is played by two or more players who answer questions on various topics.

Dr. Robert Siegel, who helped to develop the game, said that it was developed to provide a way for people to learn about different topics. The game is played by two teams, and each team has a board that contains questions on various subjects. The player with the most correct answers wins.

The game is played by two teams, and each team has a board that contains questions on various subjects. The player with the most correct answers wins.

Pavelko's 20th anniversary
by Michael Lowers
After 21 years at Marist, Andrew Pavelko, a former director of campus ministry, is retiring. Pavelko came to Marist in 1964 and has been involved in numerous activities, including the development of the campus community and the establishment of the Marist Center for the Arts. Pavelko has been an influential figure in the Marist community and is widely respected for his dedication to the university. Pavelko's retirement will be celebrated with a special event, which will be held on the campus. The event will feature speeches, music, and a display of Pavelko's contributions to the Marist community.
Commencement
Continued from page 3
Because of a prohibiting unauthorized solicitation on campus, Party LaMorte had written a letter to the Faculty that "a major in advertising is not complete," he said. "It is overly large. I think a lot of people didn't want an integrated business college."

The foods that are highest in cholesterol are also some of the most popular in America. They include beef, chicken and milk. According to the National Academy of Sciences, 70 percent of faculty members' unhappiness stems from "the fact that faculty abstained from voting. I think the advertising proposal was the largest, major in advertising to be made in the history of the college," Piatt said. "It is 100 pages long."

"The study has made people aware of the harmful effects of cholesterol," LaMorte said. "It is really not the long and there could be more dangers already."

"My feeling is that the faculty did look at all of the committee's recommendations into consideration," Conner said. "This decision was made by the faculty, not the students, although I think a lot of people were disappointed.

According to Galanti, LaMorte's action was "slimy" and charged that "the advertising proposal was well defended," said Galanti. "I think the advertising proposal was disapproved by the faculty."

Gene on it for about two and a half months. The current New Paltz program is approved. Initially, PINY will offer the engineering courses on the Marist campus in the near future," he said. "We don't expect PINY and Marist to make it look that way."

"The governor and the Board of Engineers set to begin in the near future," he said. "I don't think we would deliver courses in the real situation. I think the Advertising major ended up being the "whipping boy" for a number of factors, including the proposal at Marist," said Lake.

According to some faculty members who voted against the proposal, the major will not be expanded, others disagree. "We think there were some concerns that were not addressed," said Lake.

Students in favor of the advertising major said they were upset in the number of abstentions which caused the defeat of the proposal. "I think the advertising and from a political viewpoint, the fact that people didn't want an integrated business college," said Lake.

According to the National Academy of Sciences, 70 percent of college is a real situation. I think the Advertising major ended up being the "whipping boy" for a number of factors, including the proposal at Marist," said Lake.
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Living through 'soph slump'  
by Elizabeth Leak

Mary Young, hang gliding is a help of a machine — is impossible without the sport for people who like to have a lot of fun. The cost is $200. According to Young, this hang gliding takes off at the Shawnagunk training hill the pilot is ready to take off from the Shawnagunk training hill and when we did get a time and a schedule social activities on weekends are learned through ground training. The novelty wears off. Things will get better."

Dear Erica, Suzie and Christine,

I'll miss ya. Thanks for all of the fun times.

UKnowWho.

Love, #13 (Y-B)

I'm going to miss you. Some of us lost more than just twinkie.

Bo and Karen.

To all the bozo's

Some of us have a real world and remember to react with violent outbursts when the laws of nature producing life reacting with violent outbursts. Some of us have a real world and remember to react with violent outbursts when the laws of nature producing life reacting with violent outbursts.

The Women of C4

Apocalyptic times will be going on and people who may be destined to make some of the best decisions in history. We still have a long way to go. Some of us have a real world and remember to react with violent outbursts when the laws of nature producing life reacting with violent outbursts.
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18 Years of Coaching
Ron Petro’s Marist

by John Badko

It was the longest reign, the best era. The 1960s were the start of the decade. Ron Petro is now in his 58th year of teaching. His basketball teams were consistently one of the best in the Big East.

North end acreage presents problems
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**Tennis team bounces back, even record after eight**

by Mike Lowen

The men's tennis team has rebounded from competitive shutout losses to even it's record at 4-4. The Red Foxes opened with losses to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and New Paltz State College, and then proceeded to win their next three matches, downing Bard College 9-0, Mercy College 5-4, and King's College 6-3.

The third quarter was the turnabout for Marist. Dowling Conference rival, "Phil Orzech, was playing like a senior," said Breen. "He shook some early jitters and played much more aggressively." Macom coach Phil Orzech cited the "excellent man-to-man defense from John Young and Ted Laughton" as major reasons for the win.

The one second-place performance in the annual races. Its 26 points was making its first appearance in five years.

Marist's track team traveled to Stonybrook, L.I. this past Saturday to compete in the Stoneybrook Invitational Track Meet.

The team has won three overall. The team has won three events at the time and entered the annual races. Its 26 points was making its first appearance in five years.

The three men's point-scoring finishes brought in 13 points, while the women's varsity four and the men's novice lightweight four, the women's novice eight. Third-place Marist looks promising.

``Donald needs more aggression," Lurie said. "And Dave has only been running for one year. I'm happy with his performance." With the acquisition of six distance runners who have told Lurie that they will definitely be attending Marist, the future of the track team appears promising.

``Those six runners will help greatly," Lurie said. "We are also getting two quarter milers and a long jumper, which will give the team a lot more depth." The track team ends its season May 11 and 12 with a meet at Hartwick University.

**Marist track team**

Marist's track team traveled to Stonybrook, L.I. this past Saturday to compete in the Stoneybrook Invitational Track Meet.

The four runners who made the trip — Pete Paulk, Donald Godwin, Kevin Lydon, and David Nitschke — all had fair showings in their respective events.

Pete Paulk finished fourth and eighth, respectively, out of a field of 21 in the 1000-meter event. Lydon covered the distance in 15.49.00, while Nitschke ran a 2.16.04 in the 800-meter, finishing eleventh out of a field of thirteen.

The men's tennis team has rebounded from competitive shutout losses to even it's record at 4-4. The Red Foxes opened with losses to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and New Paltz State College, and then proceeded to win their next three matches, downing Bard College 9-0, Mercy College 5-4, and King's College 6-3.

**LaX team downs Dowling, reaches .500 for final game**

by James Norman

The Marist College lacrosse team ended its record at 5-5 with a 12-8 victory over Dowling last Friday at Leondaff Field.

The team's final home game was played Tuesday against Southhampton, a Knickerbocker Conference rival. The Red Foxes were 2-4 in conference play going into that game.

Friday's game was of the comeback variety for Marist. Dowling jumped to an early 3-0 lead, but Marist stormed back with four goals to take a 4-3 lead. The lead held up by halftime as Marist lead 5-5.

The third quarter was the game-breaker for Marist as they outscored Dowling 4-1 to carry a 9-6 edge into the final stanza. Coiste Paulk Lettera had 16 saves for Marist, while Larry McNeill, Tom Daly and Dan Arnold all scored twice in the game. McNeill had beaten Marist 16-2 last year.

Marist has had its ups and downs throughout the season. At one point, the Foxes were 2-4 overall. The team has won three out of four since that time.

Two games stood out as highlights of the 1984 season. On April 18, the Foxes faced Skidmore, a team that beat them 17-3 in '83. On a rain-soaked field, Marist held a 9-6 lead before Skidmore scored three straight goals to tie the game. Marist kept its composure, however, and Steve Wolfe passed to Larry McNeill for the winning goal with 1.5 minutes left in the game.

Marist assistant coach Phil Orzech cited the "excellent man-to-man defense from John Young and Ted Laughton" as major reasons for the win. "Paul Lettera looked fantastic in the nets. At one point, he made six or seven straight saves," said Orzech. Lettera finished with 26 saves for the game.

Perhaps the most satisfying victory for the Marist lacrosse team came on April 20 against Stevens Institute of Technology at Leondaff Field. Stevens were leading the Knickerbocker Conference at the time and entered the game as the favorite.

Marist players came out of the blocks with "uppsets" in their game against Dowling at Leondaff. (photo by John Bakke)